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Abstract—The capacity of wireless ad hoc networks is affected
by two key factors: the interference among concurrent transmis-
sions and the number of simultaneous transmissions on a single
interface. Recent studies found that using multiple channels can
separate concurrent transmissions and greatly improve network
throughput. However, those studies only consider that wireless
nodes are equipped with only omnidirectional antennas, which
cause high collisions. On the other hand, some researchers found
that directional antennas bring more benefits such as reduced
interference and increased spatial reuse compared with omni-
directional antennas. But, they only focused on a single-channel
network which only allows finite concurrent transmissions.Thus,
combining the two technologies of multiple channels and direc-
tional antennas together potentially brings more benefits.

In this paper, we propose a multi-channel network architecture
(called MC-MDA) that equips each wireless node with multiple
directional antennas. We derive the capacity bounds ofMC-MDA
networks under arbitrary and random placements. We will show
that deploying directional antennas to multi-channel networks
can greatly improve the network capacity due to increased
network connectivity and reduced interference. We have also
found that even a multi-channel network with a single directional
antenna only at each node can give a significant improvement
on the throughput capacity. Besides, using multiple channels
mitigates interference caused by directional antennas.MC-MDA
networks integrate benefits from multi-channel and directional
antennas and thus have significant performance improvement.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Wireless ad hoc networks typically consist of nodes that
share one single channel for communications. It is found in
[1] that in an ad hoc network withn nodes under a random
network1 placement, each node has a throughput capacity of
Θ(1/

√
n log n). Even under optimal arbitrary networks2, the

network could only offer a per-node throughput ofΘ(1/
√

n).
The per-node throughput is decreased when the number of
nodes increases. One major reason is that all the nodes within
the network share thesamemedium. When a node transmits,
its neighboring nodes are prohibited from transmitting dueto
interference. On the other hand, every node equipped with a
single interface cannot transmit and receive at the same time
(i.e., half-duplex mode). We call such single-channel networks
using omnidirectional antennas asSC-Omninetworks.

1In a random network,n nodes are randomly placed, and the destination
of a flow is also randomly chosen.

2In an arbitrary network, the location of nodes, and traffic patterns can be
optimally controlled.

One approach to improve the network performance is to
usemultiple channelsinstead of using a single channel in a
wireless network. The experimental results of [2]–[7] show
that using multiple channels can significantly improve the
network throughput. One possible reason is that multiple
channels can separate multiple concurrent transmissions in
frequency domain. Besides, a wireless node can be equipped
with multiple network interfaceswhich allow multiple simul-
taneous transmissions/receptions to proceed at the same node.
However, such networks in those studies [2]–[8] equip every
node withomnidirectional antennaswhich have limited spatial
reuse. Similarly, we name such multi-channel networks using
multiple omnidirectional antennas asMC-MOmninetworks.

Recent works such as [9]–[16] found that applyingdi-
rectional antennasinstead of omnidirectional antennas to
wireless networks can greatly improve the network capacity.
For example, the analytical results in [9] show that using
directional antenna in arbitrary networks achieves a capacity
gain of 2π/

√
αβ when both transmission and reception are

directional, whereα and β are transmitter and receiver an-
tenna beamwidths, respectively. Under random networks, the
throughput improvement factor is4π2/(αβ) for directional
transmission and directional reception. Since the networks typ-
ically use one single channel only, we call such single channel
networks using directional antennas asSC-DAnetworks.

Using directional antennas instead of omnidirectional an-
tennas in a multi-channel wireless network is more beneficial.
Therefore, we propose a novel network that integrates the
two technologies. In this network, each node is equipped with
multiple interfacesand each interface is associated with one
directional antennathat can operate ondifferent channels.
Such multi-channel networks using multiple directional anten-
nas are called asMC-MDA networks that have the following
characteristics.

• Each node is equipped with multiple network interface
cards (NICs). Each NIC is mounted with a directional
antenna.

• There are multiple non-overlapping channels available.
Each antenna can switch to these channels quickly.

• All nodes can work in a full-duplex mode, in which a
node can transmit and receive with different neighbors.

• Each node can communicate collision-freely and simul-
taneously with more than one node using different direc-



tional antennas that operate on different channels.

Recently, DMesh [17] also proposed a similar architecture
as ours. DMesh focuses on engineering issues of simulation
and experimental studies about the throughput improvement.
However, our work focuses on the theoretical analysis on the
network capacity. Besides, our network is much more general,
which can apply to wireless networks, but DMesh is limited to
Wireless Mesh Networks. To the best of our knowledge,there
is no theoretical analysis on the capacity of such networks.
This paper concentrates on finding the capacity bounds for an
MC-MDA network and exploring the benefits of this network.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We have
summarized our major contributions and outlined the main
findings in Section II. Section III describes the antenna model
and our proposedinterference model, which will be used in
our analysis. In Section IV, we present the analytical results of
the transport capacity of arbitrary networks. Section V gives
the analytical results of the throughput capacity of random
networks. We summarize our work in Section VI.

II. CONTRIBUTIONS AND MAIN RESULTS

A. Major contributions

The primary research contributions of our paper can be
summarized as follows.

1. We formally identifyMC-MDA networks that character-
ize the features ofmulti-channelwireless networks with
multiple directional antennasat each node. The capacity
of MC-MDA networks has not been studied before.

2. We derive the upper bounds on the capacity ofMC-
MDA networks under arbitrary networks and random
networks.

3. We also construct an arbitrary network and a random
network, where both the lower bounds of the two net-
works have the same order of the upper bounds, which
means that the derived upper bounds can be quite tight.

4. Our theoretical results show that integrating directional
antennas with multi-channel networks can increase net-
work connectivity and reduce interference, resulting
in improved network capacity. Implications from the
analytical results are also given.

Before presenting our main results, we need to give the
assumptions and the notations first. We adopt the notations
shown in Table I throughout this paper. In this paper, all
nodes are equipped with the same type of antennas, which
have the same beamwidthθ (generally less thanπ). Kyasanur
and Vaidya [8] argued that the number of interfacesm should
not be greater than the number of channelsc (i.e.,1 ≤ m ≤ c)
because surplus interfaces are wasted ifm is greater thanc.
But, this condition is only valid when the networks adopt
omnidirectional antennas. When directional antennas are used
in the networks, this condition can be relaxed to that, in
such networks,m can be greater thanc. More specifically,
m can be2π

θ
c. With wider ranges of the number of interfaces,

the deployment of antennas to a node is easier. Due to this
additional property, we can achieve higher capacity in the
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Fig. 1. The capacity regions under differentc
m

in arbitrary networks (figure
is not to scale)

networks. Detailed discussion will be given in Section II-B.3.

B. Summary of results

Since the capacity of anMC-MDA network depends on the
ratio of c

m
, we present the results according to the ratio ofc

m
.

1. Results for Arbitrary Networks
As shown in Fig. 1, the transport capacity3 of an (m, c)-

network has two regions as follows according to ratio ofc to
m (from Theorem 2 and Theorem 3).

1) When c
m

is O(( θ
2π

)2n), the transport capacity is
Θ(W

θ

√

nm
c

) (which is 2π
θ

W
√

nm
c

) bit-meters/sec (seg-
ment A-B in Fig. 1) with a capacity gain of2π

θ
over an

MC-MOmninetwork (segment A′-B′).
2) When c

m
is Ω(( θ

2π
)2n), the transport capacity is

Θ(W nm
c

) bit-meters/sec (segment B-C in Fig. 1), which
is independent of beamwidthθ.

2. Results for Random Networks
As shown in Fig. 2, the throughput capacity4 of an (m, c)-

network has three regions as follows according to ratio ofc
to m (from Theorem 4 and Theorem 5).

1) When c
m

is O(( θ
2π

)2 log n), the throughput capacity is

Θ(W
θ2

√

n
log n

) (which is 4π2

θ2 W
√

n
log n

) bits/sec (segment

3the transport capacity is that the network transport one bit-meter per second
when one bit has been transported a distance of one meter within one second.

4We just consider the aggregate throughput capacity of the whole network,
which is measured in terms of bits/sec.
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Fig. 2. The capacity regions under differentc
m

in random networks (figure
is not to scale)

D-E in Fig. 2) with a capacity gain4π2

θ2 over anMC-
MOmni network (segment D′-E′).

2) When c
m

is Ω(( θ
2π

)2 log n) and also
O(( θ

2π
)2n( log log n

log n
)2), the throughput capacity is

Θ(W
θ

√

nm
c

) (which is 2π
θ

W
√

nm
c

) bits/sec (segment
E-F in Fig. 2), and the capacity gain over anMC-MOmni
network is 2π

θ
(segment E′-F′).

3) When c
m

is Ω(( θ
2π

)2n( log log n

log n
)2), the throughput capac-

ity is Θ(Wmn log log n

c log n
) bits/sec (segment F-G in Fig. 2),

which is independent of beamwidthθ.

3. Comparisons with Other Networks
We consider an arbitrary network whenc = m = 1,

which has a capacity of2π
θ

W
√

n (point H in Fig. 1). Such
network is anSC-DA network, which can be regarded as a
special case of anMC-MDA network. Similarly, anSC-Omni
network is a special case of anMC-MOmni network when
c = m = 1 (point A′ in Fig. 1). When c

m
is O(( θ

2π
)2n), the

capacity of anMC-MDA network is mainly affected by the
interference. The interference can be mitigated by assigning
concurrent transmissions under difference channels. Thus, if
the number of interfacesm is fixed, increasing the number of
channelsc is helpful to reduce the interference. Specifically,
when the number of channels is( θ

2π
)2nm, (i.e., point B in

Fig. 1), all transmission can be regarded as collision-free.
However, when the number of channels is increased further
and c

m
is Ω(( θ

2π
)2n), the capacity is affected by the interface

constraint. The capacity drops even faster when the ratio ofc
m

increases since the capacity is inverse-proportional to the ratio
of c

m
. Besides, from Fig. 1, anMC-MDA network requires

less channels to reach the collision-free condition (at point
B), compared with anMC-MOmninetwork (at point B′).

When a random network is considered, anSC-DAnetwork
is a special case of anMC-MDA network whenc = m = 1
(point I in Fig. 2). And anSC-Omninetwork is a special
case ofMC-MOmni networks whenc = m = 1 (point D′

in Fig. 2). In a random placement, anMC-MDA network has
a capacity gain of4π2

θ2 over anMC-MOmni network if c
m

is
O(( θ

2π
)2 log n). The reason is that directional antennas can

greatly improve the network connectivity. Since using direc-
tional antennas can reduce interference, anMC-MDA network

has a capacity gain of2π
θ

over anMC-MOmninetwork when
c
m

is Ω(( θ
2π

)2 log n) and alsoO(( θ
2π

)2n( log log n
log n

)2). When c
m

is Ω(( θ
2π

)2n( log log n

log n
)2), similar to anMC-MOmni network,

the capacity of anMC-MDA network is only affected by the
flow bottleneck in a node.

MC-MDA networks are promising to improve the network
capacity. Since directional antennas can greatly increasethe
spatial reuse, thesamechannels can be reused indifferent
directions without collisions, but omnidirectional antennas
cannot. So, the number of interfacesm can be greater than
the number of channelsc. The maximum number of antennas
on a node in anMC-MDA network can be2π

θ
c. However, in an

MC-MOmninetwork,m is always not greater thanc [8]. Thus,
in an arbitrary placement, anMC-MOmninetwork has at most
a capacity bounded byΘ(W

√
n). Whenm has the maximum

value 2π
θ

c, an MC-MDA network can have a capacity gain
2π
θ

√

2π
θ

over anMC-MOmni network. For example, whenθ
is π

4 and c is 3, the maximum number of interfacesm is
24. Then, we have the capacity gain16

√
2 (nearly 23) times

over anMC-MOmni network which has the same number of
channels (c = 3) and3 interfaces at each node.

But, the number of antennas should not be set too large.
One major reason is that asingle interface can only share the

capacity gain of2π
θ

√

1
mc

, which decreases when the number
of interfaces increases. Let us consider the same example
mentioned above for illustration. A single interface can share
a capacity gain only4/

√
6. The number of antennas is also

limited by the size and cost of antennas. Choosing the number
of antennas needs considering some engineering issues such
as the device cost, the size of antennas and the interferences
among the antennas. However, our work just focuses on
theoretical performance analysis. How to choose the proper
number of interfaces is our future work.

III. M ODEL

In an MC-MDA network, each node is equipped withm
directional antennas that can be approximated by the following
antenna model. Besides, since interference among concurrent
transmissions is a major reason affecting the network capacity,
we propose a receiver-based interference model and derive the
condition that a transmission is successful.

A. Antenna Model

In this paper, we consider a directional antenna model that is
used in previous works [9], [13]–[15]. Sidelobes and backlobes
are ignored in this model. The reasons why we simplify
the model are summarized as follows. First, even in a more
realistic model, the sidelobes are too small to be ignored. For
example, the main gain is more than 100 times of the gain
of sidelobes when the main beamwidth is less than 40◦ in
the cone-sphere model [10]. Secondly, smart antennas often
have null capability that can almost eliminate the sidelobes
and backlobes. Ref. [18] derives the impact of null capability
of smart antennas on the network capacity. More complexed
antenna models will be considered in the future work.
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Our proposed model assumes that a directional antenna gain
is within a specific angleθ, whereθ is the beamwidth of the
antenna. The gain outside the beamwidth is assumed to be
zero. At any time, the antenna beam can only be pointed to
a certain direction, as shown in Fig. 3, in which the antenna
is pointing to the right. Thus, the probability that the beamis
switched to cover each direction isθ/2π.

B. Receiver-based Interference Model

Based on the protocol model in [1], we propose a receiver-
based interference model with extensions of directional anten-
nas. Our model only considers directional transmission and
directional reception, which can maximize the benefits of
directional antennas.

If node Xi transmits to nodeXj over a channel, the
transmission is successfully completed by nodeXj if no
nodes within the region covered byXj ’s antenna beam will
interfere withXj ’s reception. Therefore, for every other node
Xk simultaneously transmitting over the same channel, and
the guard zone∆ > 0, the following condition holds.

{

|Xk − Xj | ≥ (1 + ∆) |Xi − Xj |
or Xk ’s beam does not cover nodeXj

(1)

whereXi not only denotes the location of a node but refers to
the node itself. In this model, each node is equipped with one
single directional antenna that can operate overc channels.
Fig. 4 shows that a transmission from nodeXk will not cause
interference toXi’s transmission since the antenna beam of
Xk does not cover receiverXj .

Gupta and Kumar [1] established a physical model in which
the success probability of a transmission is related to the
Signal-to-Interference-Noise Ratio (SINR). When thefading
factor is greater than two (it is common in a real world), the
physical model is equivalent to the interference model. Thus,
we will only consider the interference model in this paper.

IV. T RANSPORTCAPACITY FOR ARBITRARY NETWORKS

Since the capacity of anMC-MDA network is affected by
two factors, i.e., the interference among concurrent transmis-
sions and the number of simultaneous transmissions on an
interface, we derive different upper bounds when considering
these two factors, respectively in Section IV-A. To illustrate
that the upper bounds are quite tight, we construct a network
that can achieve the lower bounds having the same order of
the upper bounds in Section IV-B.

A. Upper Bound

Similar to anMC-MOmninetwork [8], the transport capacity
of anMC-MDA network is also limited by by two constraints:
interference constraintand interface constraint.

(1) Interference Constraint: the interference around a re-
ceiver is affected by the number of interfering nodes in
its neighborhood, which is determined by the size of the
interference region. When we use directional antennas at both
transmitter and receiver ends, the condition interferencezone
is θ2

(2π)2 portion of that when omnidirectional antennas are used
at both ends [9]. We derive the first bound when considering
the interference constraint and have the following theorem.

Theorem 1:The capacity of a multi-channel network
equipped withm directional antennas isO(W

θ

√

nm
c

) bit-
meters/sec. Compared to a multi-channel network usingm
omnidirectional antennas per node, the capacity gain is2π

θ
.

Proof: We present a proof of the bound in Appendix A.
It is proved in [8] that the capacity of anMC-MOmni(m, c)-

network is bounded byW∆

√

2nm
πc

. Compared with this result,

an MC-MDA (m, c)-network has a capacity gain of2π
θ

.
(2) Interface Constraint: we consider the interface constraint

of an MC-MDA network. Since every node hasm interfaces,
there aremn interfaces in the whole network. Each interface
can support at mostW

c
bits/sec and the maximum distance

that a bit can travel in the network isΘ(1) meters. Thus, the
interface bound of the network isO(W nm

c
) bit-meters/sec.

Combining the two constraints, the network transport capac-
ity is O(MINO(W

θ

√

nm
c

, W nm
c

)) bit-meters/sec. The min-
imum bound of them is an upper bound on the network
capacity. Then, we have the following theorem on the transport
capacity of an arbitrary network.

Theorem 2:The upper bound on the transport capacity of
an (m, c)-network is shown as follows.

i) When c
m

is O(( θ
2π

)2n), the transport capacity is
O(W

θ

√

nm
c

) bit-meters/sec.
ii) When c

m
is Ω(( θ

2π
)2n), the transport capacity is

O(W nm
c

) bit-meters/sec.

The network capacity of a(1, 1) network isO(W
θ

√
n) bit-

meter/sec, which matches the result obtained by [9]. Thus,
an SC-DA can be regarded as a special case of anMC-
MDA network whenm = c = 1. When c

m
is O(( θ

2π
)2n),

an MC-MDA network has a capacity gain2π
θ

over anMC-
MOmninetwork, and a capacity gain2π

θ

√

m
c

over anSC-Omni
network, wherem can be greater thanc.

B. Constructive Lower Bound

In this section, we construct a network that can achieve
the capacity ofΩ(MINO(W

θ

√

nm
c

, W nm
c

)) bit-meters/sec
in order to show that the upper bound derived in Section
IV-A is tight. First, we divide the unit-area into a number
of equal-sized cells and each cell has the same number of
nodes. In each cell, to ensure collision-free transmissions,
we separate transmitters and receivers at different positions
and their antenna beams are aimed to proper directions. For
example, all transmitters adjust their antennas to 30◦ east of
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due north and all receivers point their receiving antennas to
30◦ west of due south. Then, we illustrate that this placement
can guarantee correct transmissions for all communicating
pairs. Using the result in [8], we can extend the result of a
(1, c)-network to that of an(m, c)-network. This lemma also
holds for a network using directional antennas instead.

Lemma 1: [8] An (m, c)-network can support at least half
of the capacity supported by a(1,

⌊

c
m

]

) network.
We exhibit a scenario where the lower bound is achieved.
(1) Each node is equipped with a directional antenna with

beamwidthθ. Let g = min(2πc
θ

, nθ
36π

), which will be used to
calculate the capacity of the network. We divide the unit-area
plane into nθ

36πg
equal-sized rhombi. Thus, each cell has36πg

θ

nodes. Since the total area is 1, each cell has a size of36πg
nθ

.

All sides of every rhombus has a lengthl =
√

36πg

nθ sin θ
.

(2) As shown in Fig. 5, we further divide every cell into
(2π

θ
+ 1)2 equal-sized sub-rhombi and place36πg

θ
nodes into

18 positions, which are divided into two groups, namely (A)
R1,R2,...,R9 (white dots in Fig. 5) and (B) T1,T2,...,T9 (black
dots in Fig. 5). So there are2πg

θ
nodes in each position. Nodes

that are placed at group (A) play as receivers and those placed
at group (B) act as transmitters. Two neighboring transmitters
are separated at least2π

θ
times side-length of a sub-rhombus.

After some derivations, we obtain the transmission range (r

is the diagonal length (see Fig. 5))r = 1
2π

θ
+1

√

72πg(1+cos θ)
nθ sin θ

.

Here, 2π
θ

, sin θ and cos θ can be regarded as constants. So

r = k1

√

2πg
nθ

, wherek1 is a constant.
(3) Consider a pair of communicating nodesXi and Xj

that are located in T5 and R5, respectively. TheXi’s antenna
is adjusted to faceXj , and the antenna ofXj is pointed to
Xi as well. Thus,Xj is only affected by the nodes that are
in the same line asXi. From Fig. 5, the nearest interfering
nodes within the cell, other than those located in T5, must be
located in T3, which is at least a distance ofr(1 + ∆) away
from Xj (where∆ = 2π

θ
> 0). Thus, under the interference

model Eq. (1), the transmission between nodesXi andXj is
not affected by other transmissions in the network, and this
result holds for all communicating pairs.

In a (1, c)-network, there are at mostn/2 pairs of nodes
that can transmit. Each pair transmits at a rate ofW/c
over a distancer. Hence, the total transport capacity of the
network is not greater thann2

W
c

r = n
2

W
c

k1

√

2πg/(nθ).
Recallg = min(2πc

θ
, nθ

36π
). Thus, total capacity is bounded by

k1

2
2π
θ

W
√

n
c

if g = 2πc
θ

, otherwise it is bounded byk1

6
√

2
W n

c

if g = nθ
36π

.

Hence, the capacity of a (1, c)-network to be
Ω(MINO(W

θ

√

n
c
, W n

c
)) bit-meters/sec. By Lemma

1, we extend the result from a(1, c)-network to an
(m, c)-network. Thus, the capacity of an(m, c)-network
is Ω(MINO(W

θ

√

n

b c

mc , W n

b c

mc)) bit-meters/sec. As

1

b c

mc ≥ 1
c

m

, the capacity isΩ(MINO(W
θ

√

mn
c

, W mn
c

)).

The lower bound has the same order of the upper bound.
Thus, the upper bounds that we obtained in Section IV-A are
tight. So we have a theorem on the achievable capacity.

Theorem 3:There is a placement of nodes and an assign-
ment of traffic patterns such that.

i) When c
m

is O(( θ
2π

)2n), the transport capacity is
Ω(W

θ

√

nm
c

) bit-meters/sec.
ii) When c

m
is Ω(( θ

2π
)2n), the transport capacity is

Ω(W nm
c

) bit-meters/sec.

C. Some Possible Implications

Using directional antennas to multi-channel network is ben-
eficial to to improve the network capacity. Directional antennas
can separate multiple concurrent transmissions and increase
spatial reuse. A small number of channels can be reused
in different directions without collisions. So, the numberof
interfacesm can be greater than the number of channels
c, which is different from the results in [8]. Sincem has
the maximum value2π

θ
c, an MC-MDA network can have

a capacity gain2π
θ

√

2π
θ

, which has a significant increment
over an MC-MOmni network. But, the number of antennas
should not be set too large. A single interface can only share

the capacity gain of2π
θ

√

1
mc

, which is decreasing when the
number of interfaces increases. The number of antennas is also
limited by the size and cost of antennas. There is a trade-off
between the number of antennas and the cost.

With decreasing the beamwidthθ, the capacity is growing
fastly. However, the capacity will not grow arbitrarily high
when the beamwidth decreases further and even approaches
to zero. Yi et al. [9] have observed that when the beamwidth
is too small, the interference has been fully reduced and there
is no any further improvement by decreasing the beamwidth of
the antennas. Actually, when the beamwidth is narrow enough
(more specially, less than a certain angle) a transmission can
yield a high success probability. That is, the transmissioncan
be regarded as collision-tolerant [19]. It is observed thatif
the beamwidth is less thanπ12 (i.e., 15 ◦) and nodes are not
densely distributed and both directional antennas are used
at the transmitter and the receiver, then the probability ofa
successful transmission is greater than99%.

V. THROUGHPUTCAPACITY FOR RANDOM NETWORKS

Different from arbitrary networks, the capacity of random
networks is affected by three major factors [8]:network
connectivity, interference, and destination bottleneck. So we
derive different upper bounds under different factors in Section
V-A. We evaluate random networks with throughput capacity
instead of transport capacity because throughput capacityis



commonly used to evaluate random networks (e.g., [1], [8]
and [9]). In order to prove that the upper bounds are quite
tight, in Section V-B, we construct a network that can achieve
the lower bounds having the same order of the upper bounds.

A. Upper Bound

As we mentioned before, the capacity of multi-channel
random networks using directional antennas is limited by the
following three constraints [8].

1) Connectivity constraint: When we say a network is
connected, we mean that a network is connectedwhp5. This
constraint is necessary for a random network to ensure that
the network is connected. When each node is equipped with
directional antennas in a random network, a high connectivity
can be gained. Previous work [9] found that the upper bound
of a random network using directional antennas at both the
transmitter and the receiver isO(W

θ2

√

n
log n

) bits/sec. This

bound is also applicable toMC-MDA networks.
2) Interference constraint: The capacity of multi-channel

random networks using directional antennas is also con-
strained by interference. Thus, similar to arbitrary networks,
by Theorem 1, a random network withm directional antennas
haveO(W

θ

√

nm
c

) bit-meters/sec. Since each pair of source-
destination in a random network is separated by a distance
of Θ(1) meter on average, the network capacity of random
networks is at mostO(W

θ

√

nm
c

) bit/sec.
3) Destination bottleneck constraint: The capacity of a

multi-channel network is restricted by the flows6 toward a
destination node. Before calculating the upper bound under
bottleneck constraint, we need to bound the maximum number
of flows for a destination node first.

In a random network, a node randomly chooses its destina-
tion. Thus, it is possible that a node assembles multiple flows.
Let F (n) be the maximum number of flows for a destination
node. The process of choosing a destination node can be
regarded as randomly throwing a ball into a bin, which is
similar to [20]. Hence, we use the result of [20] and have
Lemma 2 to bound the maximum number of flows for a
destination node.

Lemma 2:The maximum number of flowsF (n) from other
nodes to a chosen destination isΘ( log n

log log n
), whp.

In an (m, c)-network, each channel supports a maximum
data rate ofW

c
bits/sec. Suppose that nodeXl that is the

destination of the maximum number of flowsF (n). Hence,
the total data rate at nodeXl with m antennas isWm

c
bits/sec.

Since nodeXl has F (n) incoming flows, the data rate of
the flow with the minimum rate is at mostWm

cF (n) bits/sec.
Hence, the minimum per-node throughput capacity is not
greater than Wm

cF (n) , which implies that the network capacity

is at mostO(Wmn
cF (n) ) bits/sec. SubstitutingF (n) by Lemma 2,

the network capacity is at mostO(Wmn log log n
c log n

) bits/sec.
Combining the three bounds under the three con-

straints, we obtain that the network capacity is at

5In this paper,whp means with probability≥ 1 − 1/n
6The traffic from a source node to a destination node is called aflow.

mostO(MINO(W
θ2

√

n
log n

, W
θ

√

nm
c

, Wmn log log n
c log n

)) bits/sec.

Thus, we have the following theorem on the upper bound on
the capacity of random networks.

Theorem 4:The upper bound on the capacity of a random
network is as follows.

1) When c
m

is O(( θ
2π

)2 log n), the throughput capacity is

O(W
θ2

√

n
log n

) bits/sec with a capacity gain of4π2

θ2 over

an MC-MOmninetwork.
2) When c

m
is Ω(( θ

2π
)2 log n) and also

O(( θ
2π

)2n( log log n

log n
)2), the throughput capacity is

O(W
θ

√

nm
c

) bits/sec with a capacity gain of2π
θ

over
an MC-MOmninetwork.

3) When c
m

is Ω(( θ
2π

)2n( log log n
log n

)2), the throughput capac-

ity is O(Wmn log log n

c log n
) bits/sec.

When c
m

is O(( θ
2π

)2 log n), anMC-MDA network has a ca-
pacity gain4π2/θ2 over anMC-MOmninetwork. The reason is
that directional antennas greatly improve the network connec-
tivity. Similar to MC-MOmninetworks, the ratio ofc to m has
no impact on the network capacity. Whenc

m
is Ω(( θ

2π
)2 log n)

and alsoO(( θ
2π

)2n( log log n

log n
)2), the capacity of anMC-MDA

network isO(W
θ

√

nm
c

), which has a capacity gain of2π
θ

over
an MC-MOmni network. When c

m
is Ω(( θ

2π
)2n( log log n

log n
)2),

the capacity of anMC-MDA is O(Wmn log log n

c log n
), which is the

same as anMC-MOmninetwork.
An SC-DAnetwork can be regarded as a special case of an

MC-MDA network whenc = m = 1. Whenc = m = 1, the
capacity of anSC-DAnetwork can fall intoO(W

θ2

√

n
log n

) or

O(W
θ

√

nm
c

), which is related tolog n (log n ≥ 1 or ≤ 1).
Similarly, anSC-Omninetwork can be regarded as a specific
case of anMC-MOmninetwork, whenc = m = 1.

B. Constructive Lower Bound

To prove that the upper bound in Section V-A can be quite
tight, we begin to construct a network and then design a
routing scheme and a transmission scheduling mechanism as
follows. Step 1 (Torus Division): we divide the unit-area plane
into even-sized squares. The size of each square suffices three
constraints mentioned previously.Step 2 (Routing Construc-
tion): we design a routing scheme that assigns a flow to a node
with balanced flows at each node. In the following, we will find
that the total flows assigned to any node is only determined
by the square size.Step 3 (Transmission Scheduling): we
consider a(1, c)-network. To ensure the network satisfies
two additional constraints (which was used in [8] and will
be described in details later), we propose a transmission
scheduling mechanism to ensure a collision-free transmission
within that channel. Finally, we obtain the capacity of a(1, c)-
network. Using Lemma 1 mentioned in Section IV-B (which
also holds for a random network using directional antennas),
we extend the result to an(m, c)-network and obtain the
constructive lower bound.

Step 1 (Torus Division): We divide the unit-area plane into
equal-sized squares. The size of each square denoted bya(n)
must satisfy the three constraints mentioned in Section V-A.



It is found in [8] that when the size of each square is greater
than a certain value, each square must contain a certain number
of nodes. So, it can guarantee successful transmissions from
source nodes to destination nodes. We state their lemma here.

Lemma 3: [8] If a(n) is greater than50 log n
n

, each cell has
Θ(na(n)) nodes per cell,whp.

To simplify the calculation, we take100 log n

n
for a largen.

It is found in [9] that in a random network, using directional
antennas at both the transmitter and the receiver can reduce
the interfering area by( θ

2π
)2. Since the number of nodes is

proportional to the size of the area, the number of interfering
nodes is reduced by( θ

2π
)2. In other words, the interference-

tolerant capability of a node is increased by( θ
2π

)2. Thus, for
a (1, c)-network,a(n) is equal tomax(100 log n

n
, c

n
( θ
2π

)2).
To ensure the flow bottleneck constraint, we take( 1

F (n) )
2

as another possible value fora(n), whereF (n) = Θ( log n

log log n
)

(by Lemma 2). Then, we have

a(n) = min(max(
100 logn

n
,
c

n
(

θ

2π
)2), (

1

F (n)
)2) (2)

If a node in cell B interferes with another transmission in
cell A, this cell is called aninterfering cell. We prove that the
number of interfering cells around a cell is a constant, which
is independent ofa(n) andn. Thus, we have Lemma 4.

Lemma 4:The number of cells that interfere with any given
cell is bounded by a constantk2 (wherek2 = 81(2+∆)2 θ2

4π2 ),
which is independent ofa(n) andn.
Proof: The detailed proof is stated in Appendix B.

Step 2 (Routing Construction): We construct a simple rout-
ing scheme that chooses a route with the shortest distance to
forward packets. A straight line denoted by S-D line is passing
through the cells that source node S and destination node D
are located. Packets are delivered along the cells lying on the
source-destination line. Then, we choose a node within each
cell lying on the straight line to carry that flow. The node
assignment is based on load balancing. The flow assignment
procedure is divided into two sub-steps.

Step 2(a): source and destination nodes are assigned. For
any flow that originates from a cell, source node S is assigned
to the flow. Similarly, for any flow that terminates in a cell,
destination node D is assigned to the flow. After this step,
only those flows passing through a cell (not originating or
terminating) are left.Step 2(b): we assign the remaining flows.
To balance the load, we assign each remaining flow to a node
that has the least number of flows assigned to it. Thus, each
node has nearly the same number of flows.

It is found in [21] that the number of S-D lines passing
through any cell isO(n

√

a(n)), whp. Sincea(n) is chosen
based on Eq. (2) and is greater than100 logn/n, each cell
has Θ(na(n)) nodes (by Lemma 3). Besides, each cell has
O(n

√

a(n)) flows andStep 2(a)assigns nearly the same num-
ber of flows. So,Step 2(b)assigns to any node in the network
at mostO(1/

√

a(n)) flows. Combining withStep 2(a), the
total flows assigned to every node isO(1+F (n)+1/

√

a(n)),
which is also dominated byO(1/

√

a(n)) (note thata(n) is
at most(1/F (n))2, henceF (n) is at most1/

√

a(n)).

Step 3 (Transmission Scheduling): We consider a scheduling
scheme for a(1, c)-network. Any transmissions in this network
must satisfy these two additional constraints simultaneously:
1) each interface only allows one transmission/reception at
the same time, and 2) any two transmissions on any channel
should not interfere with each other.

We propose atime-division multi-access(TDMA) scheme
to schedule transmissions, which satisfy the above two con-
straints. In this scheme, a second is divided into a number
of edge-colorslots and at most one transmission/reception is
scheduled at every node during each edge-color slot. Hence,
the first constraint is satisfied. Each edge-color slot can be
further split into smallermini-slots. In each mini-slot, each
transmission satisfies the above two constraints. Suppose that
an omnidirectional antenna needsc1 channels to separatet1
concurrent transmissions. Intuitively, directional antennas can
reduce the number of channels to( θ

2π
)2c1 because directional

antennas can separate the current transmissions if both the
transmitter and the receiver use directional antennas. Thus,
the number of mini-slots is reduced by a factor of( θ

2π
)2.

Then, we describe the two time slots as follows. Fig. 6
depicts a schedule of transmission on the network.

(i) Edge-color slot: First, we construct a routing graph in
which vertices are the nodes in the network and an edge
denotes transmission/reception of a node. In this construction,
one hop along a flow is associated with one edge in the routing
graph. In [8] and [22], it is shown that this routing graph
can be edge-colored with at mostO(1/

√

a(n)) colors. Then,
we divide one second intoO(1/

√

a(n)) edge-color slots and
each slot has a length ofΩ(

√

a(n)) seconds. Each slot is
stained with a unique edge-color. Since all edges connecting
to a vertex use different colors, each node has at most one
transmission/reception scheduled in any edge-color time slot.

(ii) Mini-slot: We further divide each edge-color slot into
mini-slots. Then, we build a schedule that assigns a transmis-
sion to a node in a mini-slot within an edge-color slot over a
channel. We construct aninterference graphin which vertices
are the nodes in the network and edges denote interference
between two nodes. By Lemma 4, every cell has at most a
constant number of interfering cells with a factor( θ

2π
)2, and

each cell hasΘ(na(n)) nodes (by Lemma 3). Thus, each node
has at mostO(( θ

2π
)2na(n)) edges in the interference graph. It

is shown that a graph of degree at mostk can be vertex-colored
with at mostk + 1 colors [22]. Hence, the interference graph
can be vertex-colored with at mostO(( θ

2π
)2na(n)) colors.

Then, we usek3(
θ
2π

)2na(n) to denote the number of vertex-
colors (wherek3 is a constant). Two nodes assigned the same
vertex-color do not interfere with each other, while two nodes
stained with different colors may interfere with each other. So,
we need to schedule the interfering nodes either on different
channels, or at different mini-slots on the same channel. We
divide each edge-color slot into

⌈

( θ
2π

)2 k3na(n)
c

⌉

mini-slots
on every channel, and assign the mini-slots on each channel
from 1 to

⌈

( θ
2π

)2 k3na(n)
c

⌉

. A node assigned with a colors,

1 ≤ s ≤ ( θ
2π

)2k3na(n) is allowed to transmit in mini-slot
⌈

s
c

⌉
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Fig. 6. The TDMA transmission schedule

on channel(s mod c) + 1.
Let us analyze the capacity of the(1, c)-network. Each

edge-color slot has a length ofΩ(
√

a(n)) seconds. Each

edge-color slot is divided into
⌈

( θ
2π

)2 k3na(n)
c

⌉

mini-slots
over every channel. Therefore, each mini-slots has a

length of Ω(

√
a(n)

⌈

( θ

2π
)2

k3na(n)

c

⌉ ) seconds. Since each chan-

nel can transmit at the rate ofW
c

bits/second, in each

mini-slot, λ(n) = Ω(
W
√

a(n)

c
⌈

( θ

2π
)2

k3na(n)

c

⌉ ) bits can be trans-

ported. Since
⌈

( θ
2π

)2 k3na(n)
c

⌉

≤ ( θ
2π

)2 k3na(n)
c

+ 1, we

have, λ(n) = Ω(
W
√

a(n)

( θ

2π
)2k3na(n)+c

) bits/sec. Hence,λ(n) =

Ω(MINO( W

( θ

2π
)2n

√
a(n)

,
W
√

a(n)

c
)) bits/sec. Since each flow

is scheduled in one mini-slot on each hop during one
second interval and every source-destination flow can sup-
port a per-node throughput ofλ(n) bits/sec, within one

second, there areΩ(MINO( W

( θ

2π
)2
√

a(n)
,

Wn
√

a(n)

c
)) bits

transmitted. Thus, the network capacity isnλ(n) =

Ω(MINO( W

( θ

2π
)2
√

a(n)
,

Wn
√

a(n)

c
)) bits/sec.

Then, we extend the result to an(m, c)-
network, and the capacity of an(m, c)-network is

Ω(MINO( W

( θ

2π
)2
√

a(n)
,

Wmn
√

a(n)

c
)). From Eq. (2), the

size of each cell ismin(max(100 log n

n
, c

n
( θ
2π

)2), ( 1
F (n) )

2),

whereF (n) = Θ( log n
log log n

). Substituting the three values, we
have the following theorem.

Theorem 5:The constructive lower bound on the capacity
of an (m, c)-network is as follows.

1) When c
m

is O(( θ
2π

)2 log n), a(n) = Θ( log n

n
), the

network capacity isΩ(W
θ2

√

n
log n

) bits/sec.

2) When c
m

is Ω(( θ
2π

)2 log n) and also
O(( θ

2π
)2n( log log n

log n
)2) and a(n) = Θ( cθ2

mn
), the

network capacity isΩ(W
θ

√

nm
c

).
3) When c

m
is Ω(( θ

2π
)2n( log log n

log n
)2) and a(n) =

Θ(( log log n

log n
)2), the network capacity isΩ(Wmn log log n

c log n
)

bits/sec.

C. Some Possible Implications

Using directional antennas in multi-channel networks can
improve the network capacity by enhancing the connectivity

and reducing interference. Whenc
m

is O(( θ
2π

)2 log n), the

capacity isΘ(W
θ2

√

n
log n

), which is obtained under the connec-

tivity constraint. This capacity has a capacity gain4π2

θ2 over
an MC-MOmni network. This result implies that directional
antennas can greatly improve the network connectivity. When
c
m

is increased toΩ(( θ
2π

)2 log n), the throughput capacity
degrades toΘ(W

θ

√

nm
c

). At that time, directional antennas
can significantly mitigate the interference and the networkhas
a capacity gain of2π

θ
.

On the other hand, using multiple channels can help to
solve the problems of hidden terminals and deafness caused by
directional antennas. The directional hidden terminal problem
happens when a transmitter fails to hear a prior RTS/CTS
exchange between another pair of nodes and cause collisions
by initiating a transmission to the receiver of the ongoing
transmission. The deafness problem occurs when a transmitter
fails to communicate to its intended receiver, because the
receiver’s antenna is adjusted in a different direction. Elbatt et
al. [23] solved the deafness problem by using two interfaces
which are tuned to two different channels. Both the hidden
terminal and deafness problems were mitigated by sending
busy tones over another channel from an omnidirectional an-
tenna [24]. Thus, integrating multiple channels with directional
antennas can improve the network performance further.

VI. CONCLUSION

Previous studies [2]–[7] focused on using multiple channels
in wireless networks to improve the network performance.
However, since only omnidirectional antennas are equippedat
every node in such networks, the improvement on the network
capacity is limited by high interference. Other studies [9]–[16]
found that using directional antennas instead of omnidirec-
tional antennas in networks can greatly improve the network
capacity. But, such single-channel networks using directional
antennas only allow limited concurrent transmissions.

In this paper, we propose a novel wireless network that
integrates multi-channel and directional antennas. We derive
the upper bounds and lower bounds on the capacity under
arbitrary networks and random networks. We have found
that using directional antennas in multi-channel networksnot
only can enhance network connectivity but also can mitigate
interferences. Meanwhile, using multiple channels also helps
to solve the hidden terminal and deaf problems [12] caused by
directional antennas. Therefore, combining multiple channels
with directional antennas can achieve significant improvement
on the network performance.
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APPENDIX A

Proof of Theorem 1: First, we consider a unit-area plane which
hasn nodes arbitrarily placed. There arec channels available in the
network. The whole network transportsλnT bits over T seconds.
Let the average distance between the source node and the destination
node of a bit beL. Thus, a transport capacity ofλnL bit-meters per
second is achieved.

Let us consider bitb, where1 ≤ b ≤ λnT . Suppose that bitb
moves from its source to its destination in a sequence ofh(b) hops,
where theh-th hop traverses a distance ofrh

b . Then, we have

λnTL ≤
∑λnT

b=1

∑h(b)

h=1
rh

b (3)

We defineH to be the total number of hops traversed by all bits
in T seconds, i.e.,H =

∑λnT

b=1
h(b). Therefore, the number of bits

transmitted by all nodes withinT seconds is equal toH . Since each
node hasm interfaces, and each interface transmits over a channel
with rate W/c, the total number of bits that can be transmitted by
all nodes over all interfaces is at mostWTnm

2c
. Therefore, we have

H =
∑λnT

b=1
h(b) ≤ WTnm

2c
(4)

It is shown in [8] that each hop consumes a disk of radius∆
2

times
the length of the hop around each receiver, i.e.,∆

2
· rh

b .
Meanwhile, from the second condition of Eq. (1), only when a

node adjusts its beam toward a receiver and the receiver is only
affected by the nodes within its antenna beam, as shown in Fig. 4. On
average, θ

2π
proportion of the nodes inside the reception beam will

interfere with the receiver. Thus, the conditional interference zone
area is θ

2π
[π(∆

2
rh

b )2 θ
2π

] = ∆θ2

16π
(rh

b )2.
Then, we have the constraint

∑λnT

b=1

∑h(b)

h=1
∆2θ2

16π
(rh

b )2≤ WT ,
which can be rewritten as

∑λnT

b=1

∑h(b)

h=1
1
H

(rh
b )2 ≤

16πWT

∆2θ2H
(5)

Since the quadratic function is convex, we have

(
∑λnT

b=1

∑h(b)

h=1
1
H

rh
b )2 ≤

∑λnT

b=1

∑h(b)

h=1
1
H

(rh
b )2 (6)

Therefore, combining (5) and (6) yields
∑λnT

b=1

∑h(b)

h=1
rh

b ≤
√

16πWTH

∆2θ2 (7)

Then, substituting (4) in (7) gives
∑λnT

b=1

∑h(b)

h=1
rh

b ≤ WT
∆θ

√

8πnm
c

(8)

Finally, we substitute (3) in (8), and obtain

λnL ≤
W
∆θ

√

8πnm
c

(9)

This proves that the network capacity of an arbitrary network is
O(W

θ

√

nm
c

) bit-meters/sec. Compared with the result in [8], i.e.,

the capacity of anMC-MOmni network is W
∆

√

2nm
πc

, an MC-MDA
network has a capacity gain of2π

θ
.

APPENDIX B
Proof of Lemma 4: Suppose that there is a cell D that can transmit

with its 8 neighboring cells. The transmission range of eachnode in
cell D, r(n), is defined as the distance between the transmitter and
the receiver. Since each cell has the sizea(n), r(n) is no more than
3
√

a(n) (if including the cell itself, there are 9 cells).
From the interference model Eq. (1), the transmission is successful

only when the interfering nodes are(1 + ∆)r(n) away from the
receiver or the interfering nodes will not cause interference at
the receiver (the beams of the interfering nodes do not coverthe
receiver). Let us consider that a transmitterXi within cell B is
transmitting a data packet to a receiverXj within cell A. Since the
transmission range betweenXi andXj is r(n), the distance between
two transmitterXk and Xi must be less than(2 + ∆)r(n), if Xk

causes the interference withXj . Thus, an interfering area is loosely
bounded within a square with an edge length of3(2 + ∆)r(n).

Meanwhile, to ensure a successful transmission, the beams of the
two nodes are pointed at each other. Therefore, only the nodes within
the receiving beam ofXj can interfere with the reception atXj .
Furthermore, only when a transmitter adjusts its beam to thereceiver,
it can interfere with the receiver. Therefore, the interfering probability
is ( θ

2π
)2.

Combining the two observations, there are at mostk2 =
(3(2+∆)r(n))2

a(n)
· ( θ

2π
)2 = 81(2 + ∆)2 θ2

4π2 interfering cells. Hence,

the number of interfering cells is bounded by81(2+∆)2 θ2

4π2 , which
is a constantk2 independent ofa(n) andn.


